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Naui divemaster test answers

Category: Sports Description: This is a test to test your knowledge of diving Keywords: ocean diving padi naui scubaphile Relevant website: The term used for this piece of equipment is the second stage pressure breather air source breathing apparatus What percentage of oxygen and
nitrogen are in a standard diving tank? 50% oxygen, 49% nitrogen, 1% additional 21% oxygen, 78% nitrogen, 1% additional 68% oxygen, 31% nitrogen, 1% additional 38% oxygen, 61% nitrogen, 1% other thermocycline... Is a gradual change in water temperature Is a sudden change in
water temperature Is an underwater drinking aid that helps to stay hydrated Is a sudden change in water pressure During descent you will consume air from diving faster than in the same Hold your breath while diving... it is very dangerous to allow you to stay underwater longer causing you
to become less bouyant is often supported by dive masters SCUBA means self contained underwater breathing apparatus True False When the hand moves from side to side, the following signal means ... Out of Air Watch Me Come Here Danger and b x y h v k Water absorbs heat faster



than air True False Underwater, items you see appear reduced by 22% reduced by 33% increased by 22% magnified by 33% decompression disease ... can occur if the diver rises too fast from the dive can occur, if the diver does not make a decompression stops on a long dive can lead to
the death of all of the above if the diver stops responding underwater, one should bring the diver immediately to the surface to remove the diver tank supply diver with an alternative air supply to remove the diver weights One of the reasons buoyancy control is important is because divers
need to check their ascent speed and decent water in true false underwater pressure doubles every 10 meters when diving Pressure doubles the first 10 meters, and then doubles again to 30 meters, and so on. True False One of the reasons the depthr is important is because ... It's easy to
get lost underwater Your depth dictates how long you can stay underwater at night, it's hard to calculate the depth it warns you when you're close to running out of nitrogen anesthelial... is similar to alcohol intoxication begins to occur at approximately 33 feet is caused by a lack of nitrogen in
the bloodstream diver begins to occur after about 30 minutes diving Object is less buoyancy in ____ than in ______ fresh water, salt water salt water, fresh water BCD means See NOAA Diver Manual or PADI open water manual dive if clarification is needed. bouyancy control device to
regulate breathing equipment breathing capacity diagram ship compass diving Squeeze is ... pressure imbalance if the external part of the object is greater than the internal pressure imbalance of the object, if the inside of the object is greater than manual signal of an object, which is often
used when diving without a tank The following hand signal means... Anxiety, Help from the Air Go so come here Comments Poor test. Some questions are inconclusive. Must be Test Padi ?? BIG MAN, BOY, I WISH I WAS A BUCK. That wasn't a challenge for me, Buck Stevens. Yes,
everyone has, so drop it. Did you lose two little divers here? Learn to write, the, Below my post, mor atoms dose does not know how to write why you write two dumbass. Where all the idiots come from. ! You could hold your breath for me, Sue. ????????????????? Come to me baby, and
teach me how to dive/bailout. I saw that Sue Chick in the news, she's way HOT !!!!!!!! I can't try. What would happen if someone blew up someone's ass, would swim? Sweet this guy told me he blew smoke out of a hole in the tank and then filled it with air so he could say he was smoking a
cigarette underwater. Isn't that bad for you? I did something Kool, I should have chewed in my mouth while diving. But I did something cool just to prove it, I drank beer underwater. If not, it will. It must be in Ginnis' book of world records. Absolutely, what an elegant one to have that ee
hearing bail in the Pacific Ocean. I heard that woman can hold her breath longer than men. Is that true? Cool. I heard about it on CNN, congratulations, I can't even imagine doing something like this !!! I was diving my life holes and by the way I got 100 for the test. It was shamefully simple, I
was deeper than most of you, if you try, like me, you can achieve things like me. Back in 2017, I was the first woman to make emergency bail from a submarine in the Pacific Ocean near North Korea, at a depth that had never been done before, 2,350 feet. Leaving a sub my octopus caught
on the door hatch, with not a moment to spare and ditch all my diving equipment and made it to the surface, I'll see if you guys have the balls to do what I did. Thank you Sue H. is it true that you breathe liquid oxygen and 79% liquid nitrogen? Thank you, Sue H. I never dived or taken a
SCUBA class, and I scored 80% on this test. Yeah, I'm a padi cert diver and got 100% it was a good test to put you on your asses! Iv has never been diving got 70% on the quiz How did you know that the controller-looking pic of the octopus was the second stage one rather than the
primary controller? I thought octopus second stage regs were yellow in color? This test was fine. As a 17 year old Certified Open Water Diver (as well as Specialty Diver – Diver Search and Rescue/Wreck Diving), I have 100%. (Scored 96% Open Water test; 94% Diver Search abd Rescue;
91% Wreck Diving). Also on my way to becoming an EMT certified (1.5 years old), and working in a children's hospital. This test was much easier than the one I took in 2012. There are several which certainly seem controversial (No 19), but other than that, relatively accurate. You want to
give air as quickly and efficiently as possible to those who are unconscious (potential lack of oxygen). Putting them directly on the surface would take time away from this crucial process. You can compare it to the rule about CPR - you have 10 minutes. To keep the man conscious again.
After 30 (or from you give up earlier), you can officially declare you dead. In a SCUBA scenario, that 10 minutes can be taken by getting an unconscious individual to the surface (remember, you can't shoot like a rocket). Air is key, especially when your diving master takes you down 96 feet
on a certification dive (13 years old), even if you really didn't go below 40 until you're 16! BTW: The deepest recorded dive out of a total of 34 so far is 104 feet - the bottom of an amazing wreck dive. The current was so strong, it suctions half of my tank to get into a real wreck! uhhh... this
test suks ... not a real test ... I'm 100%! good test I have 96!!!! Question 18 - The correct answer should be false. The pressure does not double every 10 m, but increases by 1 atm. So the pressure only double to 1st 10m (1atm to 0m -&gt; 2 atm to 10m). The above test is about passing padi
training tests, if you are answear differrent on what they have in the manuals and are exspecting at the time of the test then you will fail, no matter what the reality is or what someone else has to say about the matter. So anyone who reads this discussion, consult a Padi teacher or manual if
you are not sure. Remember, life is never black and white unless it's a test! The danger of not bringing a diver to the surface would far dare actually bring him there. Normal divers should not have a problem with the O2 tox. because for O2 to become toxic would be a depth well below 130
ft., which they should be diving at. Although using Nitrox, the chances of an O2 toxic. would be less than the other problems the diver is most likely facing. If you really know it is an O2 tox., then you should treat it accordingly if possible. But in most cases getting a diver to the surface is the
number one priority. And about commenting on not being able to surface yourself safely, well, if you're after any pro diving, then you should always be able to get off to the surface at any moment in your dive. So it shouldn't be a problem. I am a diver certified and all the correct answers in
this test were accurate, if you do not agree with something that is explained in padi open water diver manual No. 19 – If the diver does not respond, this could be due to a number of factors. For example, bringing it to the surface would exacerbate this problem. One should give him another
source of breathing weaker mixture, stabilize the diver (let any cramps pass), then put him on the surface. Edit this question. at No. you should include the depth in the legs, as well as meters do not agree with the number 19 - bring the diver immediately to the surface. Depending on the
situation, you may not be able to safely ascend immediately to the surface yourself. At the beginning, I was taught that we don't want to make a second sacrifice - your own safety must come first. Just Food for Thought Home Community &gt; Diving Central &gt; Basic Diving Discussion &gt;
Going Pro &gt; Discussion in 'Going Pro' started by Bowtie22, March 21, 2008. Home Community &gt; Diving Central &gt; Basic Diving Discussion &gt; Going Pro &gt; &gt;
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